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Question 1: Can you please confirm that the deadline for offer and physical samples is 26/02?  
Answer: Yes, it is.

Question 2: Is it possible to send samples without the logo?  
Answer: Yes, it is.

Question 3: Regarding the Reporter Vest in blue, the quantity is too small for special production and we can't make samples before we have the final order as it would be too costly. I can find samples in Europe, but they will not have specs as requested (f.i. 11 pockets).  
Answer: A special production is not required in the tender specifications. The product with 11 pockets is commercialised in the European market so it is possible to find samples.

Question 4: Regarding the caps, is there any special PMS color needed?  
Answer: We do not request a specific pantone colour for navy blue or beige.

Question 5: Regarding the raincoats, how many with English logo?  
Answer: There is indeed a typo in the technical specifications. The amount is 300.

Question 6: Regarding the polo shirts, is it possible to supply them without the side slits?  
Answer: according to the technical specifications, "Straight hem with side slits" are required.